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BUILDING CONCEPT

4. footprint 5. above and under

6. tapered undergound space 7. routing

8. natural ventilation & technics 9. structural functions creating gradient

URBAN CONCEPT

1. predominent axes 2. routes 3. solar path 

Over the last few decades the transportation of humans across the 
globe has increased. Simultaneously, a global awareness of the effects 
of human-based activities on the environment has firmly established a 
position in the Geist of the Zeit. The resulting quest for a development 
of a mode of transportation consuming considerably less energy than 
other currently known modes creates the idea of the ‘Hyperloop.’ A tube 
in a vacuum tube, reaching speeds over one thousand kilometres per 
hour. The tubes presumably have beginnings and endings, meaning 
they should ‘start’ and ‘stop’ somewhere. What happens at those starts 
and stops is the design task of EXTREME: a hyperloop station.

In addition to the Amsterdam Bijlmer station, next to the Amsterdam 
Arena and the Ziggodome, the hyperloop station should be constructed. 
This intensively used area leaves not much space for anything out of 
ordinary sizes, resulting in my point of view that this station should 
be the ‘first transitional hyperloop station in Amsterdam.’ A modest, 
functional, logical excavation of a part of the square. Anchored in its 
context, it follows the predominant axes of its surroundings (1). It leaves 
current routes mostly intact (2). With light potentially having orientation 
improving abilities, it should be provided in the excavation (3). 

The previous steps roughly form the basis of the two footprints the 
hyperloop station on urban scale (4), after which they form entities 
by rising up and falling down. ‘Above’ amplifies orientation from the 
surroundings to this entity. ‘Under’ leaves less of a footprint since it goes 
down but still has a footprint, reaching a required depth of minus thirty 
metres for the tubes to be positioned. Above will be entrance. Under will 
be station (5). Since ground pressure increases the deeper one excavates, 
a tapered construction is suggested, resulting in less excavation the 
deeper one goes. Also, this shape suggests an axis. It forces to think, 
look and go in a certain direction, the direction of the entrance (6). The 
shape creates two slopes, of which one excellent as a route, the route 
from above to under and vice-versa (7). The other slope, or line, results 
in another small entity on square level. This line suggests the exhaust (or 
intake) of air. The desire of natural ventilation is good, but natural only 
is impossible, resulting in the need for technical installations, which this 
axis will also contain (8). Furthermore, humans will flow to where it is 
lightest. The light should correspond with the entrance (above). Punch 
frames spanning from retaining wall to retaining wall will not only relief 
the floor structures from a part of their stresses, but also create the 
gradient of light needed to ‘make the gaze go in the right direction’ (9). 

Though this design has an accent on the aspects of light and orientation, 
I saw the task more so as making a well-integrated design. The different 
disciplines I desire to integrate are architecture, construction, climate 
and light.
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SITE 1:500

integration

sectio
n A-A’

roof level 6m

ground level 0m

entrance level -3m

emergency exit -6m

restaurant level -9m

public level -12m

departure and arrival hall -18m

departure hall paris, arrival hall frankfurt -24m

departure hall frankfurt, arrival hall paris -30m

sectio
n
 B

-B
’



departure hall frankfurt, arrival hall paris -30m

section B-B’ | public / hyperloop only

section B-B’ | atrium / motion / functions

routing principle

slope: 1| ventilation shaft, 2| funicular, 
3| escelators, 4| emergency exit
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illuminance at -30m, summer, 17:00h. illuminence at -30m, winter, 14:00h.

retaining walls and floor 
concrete, casted using bentonite. sides 1000mm thick, bottom 
2000mm thick. ground is excevated like in the process of the build-
ing of the ‘markthal’ in Rotterdam by MVRDV. the ‘tub’ is filled with 
water during excevation of ground to put pressure on retaining 
walls. the lowest floor is wet concrete, casted. ground anchors will 
be installed on north and south retaining wall where at some points 
stresses can become too much.

glass roof over atrium and entrance 
at ground level walkable. glass panes of 2.5x5m spanning in short di-
rection, 4x 15mm heat strengthened glass with sentryglass interlayer. 
structural steal beams are spanning 10m, 300mmx300mm rectangu-
lar hollow profiles.

construction with funicular and ventiation
concrete, cast in place

beams and floors of ‘crosslinks’
floors are concrete, cast in place. conrete beams can be prefabri-
cated if transportation and installation is possible. the links relief the 
floors of a part of their stresses by spanning from retaining wall to 
retaining wall.

floors
hold op most of the q-load created by ground and water pressure. 
during building punch frame works as main loadbearing structure 
after which these floors take over and become the main loadbearing 
structure. conrete, 500mm thick. cast in place. 

punch frame
used during the excavation of the ground. the ideal is that the frame 
can be used to cast the floors in, that will then become the main 
loadbearing structure. where the atrium is, the beams are removed. 
concrete beams and columns are 750mmx750mm. columns can al-
ternatively be steal. 

glass surface: 640m2

U-glass: 3.0 W/m2*K
g: 0.3 (heat absorbing glass + 
beams under glass)
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illuminance
the desire for light reaching the -30 level is realised. during summers months, from 16-18 hours, daylight can even reach the the lowest level directly. winter is another 
scenario. as a reference, offices are usually provided with an illuminence of around 300lux. behind the atriums curtain, artificial light should be installed. Also, artificial 
light should be installed in the atrium for during night times.

Temperatures, heating and cooling
a glass roof can heat up a building, which can be useful for ventilation purposes (stack effect), but can also be negative in case temperatures would rise too high. a 
basic calculation is made to check the expected temperatures in winter and summer. This calculation is made with two outside tempertures; the outside air temper-
ature and the outside ground temperature. the expected temperature will end somewhere between the two purple lines. In summer there is the danger of the space 
heating up two much, in winter there is the danger of the space being to cold. The ventilation rate (n) should be variable, so in summer ventilation could increase and 
reduce the temperature, and in winter the ventilation can decrease and increase the temperature. furthermore, the climate of a station should be relatively similar to 
outside, except for the spaces where people are staying for longer time, of which the temperatures will be controlled seperately (extra heated or cooled with air). 

section B-B’ climatized | non-climatized energy
the roof could be used to generate energy for the station. it would have a negative 
effect of the amount of light entering the station. my proposition is to use the roofs 
of surrounding buildings for pv, their roofs have more surface and could reach higher 
efficiency by a more optimal position towards the sun. 

ventilation
ventilation shafts are integretad in the slope that is going down to level -30m. at the back of the station there is another shaft, opening at the top by operable open-
ings. with these openings being variable, one can change the effective opening for ventilation, and change the amount of ventilation according to needs. on a day 
with a temperature difference between outside and inside of 5° celsius and the effective opening being 7,6 m2, the stack effect can result in an airflow of 74880 m3/h. 
with 1000 people in the station all needing 50m3/h of fresh air, the stack effect can realise all the ventilation that is needed. note that the functions should be ventilat-
ed seperately. also, there is the possibility of the temperature difference between inside and outside air being 0. the system will be hybrid, mechanical ventilation will 
‘take over’ when this should happen.

section A-A’ ventilation
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